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A Beam-Angle-Selection Method to
Improve Inter-Fraction Motion Robustness
for Lung Tumor Irradiation With Passive
Proton Scattering

Yawei Zhang, PhD1,2 , Meng Wei Ho, MS1,2, and Zuofeng Li, DSc1,2

Abstract
In terms of dose distribution, protons are more sensitive to range variations than photons due to their unique properties. The aim of
this study was to develop a method to identify patient-specific robust proton beam angles for lung tumor irradiation by investigating
the association between water equivalent thickness (WET) variation and inter-fraction motion-induced target dose degradation.
Using 3-dimensional computed tomography (3D-CT) images, the impact of WET variations on the target dose coverage of a series of
coplanar proton beams was evaluated for 4 patients with lung cancer. Using ray tracing, WET maps, or WET baseline, were esti-
mated for the internal target volume (ITV) at every 5� gantry interval in the axial plane. After calculating the WET baseline, the
planning CT was shifted 5 mm in each anterior-posterior (AP), superior-inferior (SI), and left-right (LR) direction, yielding a total of 6
shifted CTs, and differential WET maps between the planning CT and each shifted CT were calculated. Target dose differences were
associated with the average WET change between the original planning CT and the shifted CTs for all 360� gantry rotation beams.
Target and OAR dose metrics in the DWET-guided plans were compared with those of the clinical plans. The WET variation maps
showed areas of both high and low WET variations, with overall similar patterns yet individual differences reflecting tumor position
differences. For all 4 patients investigated in this study, the coplanar plans demonstrated a strong correlation between WET changes
and ITV dose reductions. Target dose coverage was more stable with the DWET-guided plan while OAR doses were comparable to
the clinical plan. The WET variation maps have been used in this pilot study to identify proton beam angles that are either sensitive or
robust to WET changes in proton passive scattering. This work demonstrates the feasibility of using WET variation maps to assist the
planner in inter-fraction motion-robust proton beam angle selection.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is the second most common cancer in the United

States and the leading cause of cancer deaths, with more people

dying from lung cancer than of colon, breast, and prostate cancers

combined each year. The American Cancer Society predicted

over 228,000 new cases of lung cancer in 2019 and anticipated

over 142,000 related deaths.1 Five-year survival rates vary wildly

depending on the state and extent of disease, but range fromnearly

50% for stage I disease to only 1% for stage IV.2

Proton radiation therapy provides a unique path to lung can-

cer treatment.3-6 Benefit from the unique characteristics of pro-

tons, better normal tissue sparing can be achieved by using

protons than photons.7,8 Protons deposit majority of their energy

in tissue near the end of their range, the penetration depth

depends on the tissue densities along the beam path and the

energy of the protons. Therefore, protons are more sensitive to

changes in patient anatomy and motion9-11 and treatment plan-

ning of proton therapy is an inherently complex process that

involves the participation of multiple specialists. An effective

proton plan must not only deliver a prescription dose to a
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specified target, but also spare as much normal tissue as possible,

with high robustness against dosimetric perturbations of various

uncertainties.3,12 At present, the selection of suitable beam

angles in proton therapy is generally based upon the experience

of the planner. Given the inter- and intra-fractional motion

induced by patient setup and the sensitivity of protons to anato-

mical changes, treatment planners require assistance in choosing

robust beam angles with proton radiation therapy.

The beam angles yielding the least density changes in the

tissue traversed by the proton beams are considered most robust

to range and setup uncertainties. The proton energy is often

defined in terms of water-equivalent thickness (WET) in order

to relating proton ranges in different materials.13,14 The range

uncertainties are therefore closely coupled to WET changes in

the proton beam path. Casarez-Magaz et al.15 investigated the

correlation of WET variation with dose degradation on 4D-CT

scans of lung cancer patients. Matney et al.16 studied the per-

turbation of WET using 4D-CT and correlate it with the patient

respiratory motion. While the previous studies investigated the

intra-fraction motion interplay effects based on 4D-CT, proton

lung cancer plan robustness has not been analyzed from the

perspective of inter-fraction motion, i, e, setup errors. In this

study, we developed a WET variation method to assist coplanar

beam angle selection to improve plan robustness against inter-

fraction motion in lung cancer proton therapy using passive

scattering. A metric was developed to assess changes in the

WET for all possible beam angles with different setup uncer-

tainties. Because of setup uncertainty, this metric was associ-

ated with target dose degradation, thus providing an important

method for choosing the most reliable and stable beams for the

treatment.

Methods and Materials

Design and Procedure

The primary aim of this work was to evaluate the robustness

of each beam angle compared with patient inter-fraction

motion, i.e. setup uncertainties, in proton passive scattering.

Planning CT was used to calculate the WET baseline at any

specific angle. A plane perpendicular to the beam line and at

the furthest distal end of the ITV structure was defined to

accumulate the WET. All proton rays passing through the ITV

structure along the beam line were selected to calculate the

beam’s eye view (BEV) WET map. The BEV WET map is a

2D map, where each pixel is the WET accumulation of all

voxels along the ray path, from the virtual proton source to

each distal end voxels on the ITV structure, as shown in

Figure 1.

After calculating the WET baseline for all beams in the full

360� rotation, the planning CT was shifted 5 mm (in keeping

with the smearing radius of the range compensator) in each of

the anterior-posterior (AP), superior-inferior (SI), and left-right

(LR) directions. The WET maps were recalculated for each set

of shifted CTs using the same method. The absolute difference

of BEV WET maps between the planning CT and each shifted

CT, or the DWET map, was calculated. In order to obtain a

specific WET value for each beam angle, the DWET BEV map

was averaged over all considered ray paths. For all gantry

angles ranging from 0� to 360� with a 5� interval in the axial

plane, the mean DWET was determined.

WET Calculation

In-house software was developed using MATLAB (Math-

Works, Natick, MA) and Cþþ to conduct this study. The stoi-

chiometric calibration method was used to convert the HU

value of each voxel of the planning CT to relative proton stop-

ping powers. With a ray-tracing technique, the WET between

the given start point and stop point was determined for further

analysis. As shown in Equation (1), the product of the ray path

length (li) and the relative stopping power (RSPi) of 1 voxel

represents the WET within that voxel. Accumulation of the

WETi from all voxels traversed by the ray represents the total

WET of the ray path:

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of the WET map calculation used in this study. (a) The ITV structure is shown contoured by the yellow line.

The beam angle was at 0�; the red dots represent the end voxels of each ray tracing; the blue plane was defined to accumulate the WET map. (b)

The WET map accumulated on the blue plane. A ray passing through the ITV will stop at the distal end of the ITV; otherwise, it will stop at the

virtual detector defined by the blue plane. Note that only the WET in the ITV region was included in the statistics analysis.
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WET ¼
Xn

i¼1
li � RSPi ð1Þ

Where i represents the voxel number along the ray tracing

line.

WET Analysis

The WET matrix was projected to a 1 x 1 mm2 2D detector

plane, as shown in Figure 1. The proton WET required to

adequately cover the volume of ITV is represented by each

pixel on the 2D detector. The WET changes along each ray

path was calculated by taking the WET map difference

between the planning CT and shifted CTs. Same process was

carried out for all gantry angles around the patient, ranging

from 0� to 360� with a 5� interval. The DWET matrix mean

values were calculated for each beam angle and plotted to

estimate the angle-dependent motion robustness.

Patient Data

Four patients with mediastinum lung cancer were retrospec-

tively enrolled in this study. 4D-CT data sets were acquired on

a Philips 16-slice Brilliance Big Bore CT Scanner (Phillips

Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH) for the purpose of proton

radiotherapy. Helical mode was used for the acquisitions, with

a table pitch of 0.06 and 1200 mAs effective exposure at

140 kVp. The 4D reconstruction was performed using

simultaneous acquisition of a Pneumo Chest pressure belt

(Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, IN) respiratory surrogate

signal. The reconstruction produced 10 3D CT frames with

a 1 x 1 x 2 mm3 voxel size.

Average intensity projection (AVG) and maximum intensity

projection (MIP) were created from the 4D-CT images and were

used to delineate the normal tissue and target contours, respec-

tively. The proton radiotherapy planning for each patient was

carried out on the AVG CT as well. The plan dose was calcu-

lated using the Eclipse treatment plan system (Varian Medical

Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Typically less beam angles are pre-

ferred when treating with protons compared to photon therapy.

As shown in Figure 2, the 4 proton passive-scattering plans used

a total number of 13 fields, averaging 3 fields per patient.

Correlation of DWET to DDose

Previous studies conducted by other groups have demonstrated

that WET variation is correlated with dose degradation.15,17

The correlations of DWET to DDose are further investigated

in this study by comparing the dose volume histograms (DVHs)

of the planner-selected treatment plans with those of the

DWET-guided treatment plans. DVHs of planner-selected

treatment plans and DWET-guided beam plans were calculated

Figure 2. The target contours and clinical beam arrangements for all 4 patients in this study. The ITV structures are shown contoured by the

yellow lines and beam angles are shown by aqua lines. The 4 proton passive-scattering plans used a total number of 13 fields, averaging 3 fields

per patient.
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on perturbed CT sets shifted 3 mm each in the anterior, left, and

superior directions for comparison.

Results

Water Equivalent Thickness Analysis

Figure 3 shows an example of DWET analysis output. The

planning CT was shifted 5 mm in the anterior-posterior, left-

right, superior-inferior directions and the corresponding WET

maps were estimated with ray tracing. The WET difference

maps between the planning CT and the shifted CT were calcu-

lated and the histograms were plotted for DWET visual assess

per field.

Beam Angle Analysis

The calculated DWET for all gantry angles ranging from 0� to

360� with a 5� interval in the axial plane is plotted as a function

of the angle around the patient. This calculation was performed

on the shifted CT in the AP, LR, and SI directions, respectively,

as shown in Figure 4. For the planning CT shifted in 6 direc-

tions, the DWET maps showed larger variations across angles,

especially in the LR and AP directions.

The average DWET map of the 4 patients with different

gantry angles is shown in Figure 5 where a general pattern of

least variation remains around the posterior beams (160�-

220�), but the anterior variation pattern differs from patient

to patient.

DVH Analysis

Figure 6 shows a comparison of a DWET-guided plan and a

clinical plan initially used. As shown by the DVHs in Figure 7

and Table 1, they yield very similar coverage. The DVHs

between the original CT and shifted CT (5-mm vector, 3 mm

each to the anterior, left, and superior directions) for both the

DWET-guided plan and the original clinical plan are compared

in Figure 7 and Table 1 as well.

The robustness of the beams was further validated using a

patient verification scan. Both the planner-selected treatment

plan and the DWET-guided treatment plan yielded robust cov-

erage, as shown in Figure 8.

Discussion

A method of assessing the robustness of proton beam angle

selection versus beam dose coverage has been presented in this

study for passive-scattering lung cancer proton treatment, tak-

ing into account the dose degradation due to inter-fraction

motion in the WET. The suggested WET measurement has

been found in the 4 investigated cases to have a clear associ-

ation with the dose degradation across the angles of the beam.

Figure 3. Example output of DWET analysis for beam angle at 45�. Top row is the BEV WET matrix at the distal edge of the ITV for various CT

shifts. The DWET matrix, as shown in the second row, is calculated from the difference between the planning CT and shifted CTs. Histograms

are shown in the third row for DWET visual assess per field.
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Figure 4. Example of a DWET map mean value versus the beam angle output in a coplanar arrangement around a patient. The upper plot is the

DWET map mean value between the planning CT and shifted CT in the AP, LR, SI directions. The lower plot is the average value of all

directions for each angle.

Figure 5. Mean values of the DWET maps versus the beam angle output for all 4 patients investigated in this study.

Figure 6. Comparison of a DWET-guided plan (left) and a clinical plan initially used (right). New field angles of 295�, 230�, and 185� field

angles were used in the DWET-guided plan, while 145�, 345�, and 245� field angles were used the original plan.
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WET Analysis

As shown in Figure 1, this study focused on calculating the

DWET map in beam’s eye view, and the ray tracing stops at the

distal edge of ITV structure. The proton WET required to ade-

quately cover the volume of ITV is represented by each pixel

on the 2D detector. It was purposely designed as this in this

study due to the characteristics of proton beams as we

described in the introduction section.

Beam Angle Analysis

While a small number of patients were investigated in this pilot

study, the findings indicate that the metric of DWET is strongly

Table 1. Statistics for the DWET-Guided Plan and Clinical Plan From Figure 6.

Before shift After shift

Structure Dose metrics Clinical DWET-guided Clinical DWET-guided

PTV CI 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Dmax (%) 113 112 112 111

V95% (%) 100 100 94 97

ITV V99% (%) 100 100 98 100

Lungs V5 Gy (%) 28.5 26.5 28.7 27.2

V20 Gy (%) 22.5 21.5 22.7 22.0

Dmean (Gy) 10.2 9.8 10.7 10.1

Esophagus V55 Gy (%) 0 0 0 0

Dmean (Gy) 0.2 0.6 1.3 0.5

Heart V50 Gy (%) 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

Dmean (Gy) 0.2 1.8 2.4 2.0

Cordþ5mm Dmax (Gy) 24.9 21.7 24.1 14.6

Abbreviations: VxGy: portion of OAR volume irradiated by dose higher than x Gy (unit: percentage of OAR volume); Vx%: portion of target volume irradiated by

x% of the prescribed dose (unit: percentage of target volume); Dmax: maximum dose (unit: Gy); Dmean: mean dose (unit: Gy).

Figure 7. For the example patient showed in Figure 6, this figure shows the DWET-guided plan (top) DVH curves before and after the shift.

DVH curves from the original plan (bottom) before and after the shift from the original clinical plan are shown for comparison.
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associated with dose coverage variation. It shows a general

pattern of least variation around the posterior beams (160�-
220�), whereas the anterior variation pattern differs from

patient to patient.

Plan Quality

Figure 7 and Table 1 showed the DVH changes between the

DWET-guided plan and the original plan before and after the

CT shift. These results demonstrate that compare to the original

treatment plan, the DWET-guided plans are more robust to the

setup uncertainties. Note that the DVH in the DWET-guided

plans are not always improved compared to the original plan.

However, plan dose variations are reduced for all studied cases,

as the intention of this study is not to create a superior plan

compared to the original, but rather to create a plan that is more

stable to the uncertainties of inter-fraction setup.

Typically, 3 beams are used for lung cases to minimize the

overall impact of beam range uncertainties for passive scatter-

ing at our institute. Anterior beams are used judiciously

because of chest (breathing) motion. Posterior oblique beams

are used often when considering target size, beam overlapping,

and OAR sparing. Patient setup is routinely monitored with

kV-kV, cone-beam CT, and weekly verification CT. On the

other hand, we avoided passing the beam through the couch

edge and possible skin fold, although the planner-selected

treatment plan demonstrates a suboptimal beam angle by hav-

ing the right posterior-oblique beam pass through the table

edge. For smaller targets for which other posterior angles can

be used, beam angles passing through the shoulder are

prohibited.

Clinical Implementation

In clinical practice, DWET-guided angle selection can assist

the planner in choosing robust angles before planning. The

method proposed in this study only requires target contour

information and planning CT images. The physician’s delinea-

tion of target volumes is one of the initial steps toward creating

a treatment plan for the patient. Therefore, to guide beam-angle

selection for the planner, the DWET analysis can be completed

before the treatment plan.

Study Limitations

Many factors should be considered when selecting field angles

for proton radiation therapy, motion robustness being one of

them. The DWET-based beam angle selection, based on trans-

lational shifts only, is limited in describing all possible combi-

nations of inter-fraction setup errors, intra-fraction motion, and

Figure 8. The DWET-guided plan (top) DVH curves using the planning CT and evaluation CT. DVH curves from the planner-selected-

treatment-plan (bottom) are shown for comparison.
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patient anatomy changes that occur throughout a proton

therapy treatment course. This study mainly focuses on the

inter-fraction setup uncertainties. The intra-fraction motion

was simply included by introducing a large setup error.

In addition, this study does not include the OAR dose spar-

ing in the angle selection process as the IMRT auto-plan pro-

posed by the other groups. Different optimization algorithms

and OAR dose constraints would influence the beam selection.

Note that in Figure 6, the WET-guided plan created hot spots in

the chest wall, this can be improved by the OAR dose sparing

in the angle selection process in our future work. Future stud-

ies, including larger patient populations, are warranted to incor-

porate both the 4D-CT data and the OAR dose sparing into the

proton beam angle selection.

Conclusion

This pilot study demonstrated the feasibility of using WET var-

iation maps to assist the planner in selecting robust beam angles

for passive-scattering proton therapy. The associations between

the WET variations and the target dose coverage degradations

have been investigated in this study and the proposed approach

could effectively classify proton field angles that are either sen-

sitive or robust to WET changes, thereby assisting the planner in

developing a robust passive scattering proton plan.
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